
WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS WITH AUTISM

Teaching Writing to Students with Autism. View Our Lesson Demos. Although autism itself is not a learning disability, it
can and does affect how children learn.

In some cases, the child may be given a pencil grip which can be used to build stamina. The Autism Spectrum
Network recommends giving low-functioning students alternative writing assignments that are grounded in
real-world skills, such as making grocery lists or matching coupons to food items. Autism and writing: how to
teach your child to write by Jessica Millis Research has shown that students with autism experience specific
challenges regarding the learning process. Then do the same with a horizontal line and a circle. Draw a
vertical line and then have your child copy it. There are some markers which are fat and shaped like animals.
Many autistic children have trouble sitting for extended periods of time. Such students benefit from the
assistance of a paraprofessional who can modify writing assignments according to their Individualized
Education Plan. Be aware of sensory issues regarding writing Many autistic people have sensory issues. Not
everyone can fit in a cookie-cutter. Writing is an important skill for graduation from high school. If they are
done correctly, in no time you should have the hand and fingers ready to start practicing. Hand Therapy Hand
therapy is recommended for those with fine motor skill deficits. It can also be motivating to time students as
they write, then pause to check in, reading parts of their draft aloud. It is important for teachers to use the most
effective ways to motivate and accommodate autistic students at all stages of the writing process. Autistic
children thrive on consistency so incorporating daily, ungraded writing tasks or journaling into the classroom
routine will make the writing process less daunting. According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
about 1 in 68 children suffer from autism spectrum disorder. All these practices are aimed at strengthening the
muscle tone which is critical to writing. Many schools have such therapists. Many autistic children learn better
visually, so give them the opportunity to brainstorm their ideas in the form of pictures, placing numbers on
their drawings to indicate when they will write about each aspect of the picture.


